SPRING 2013
LITERARY ARTS PRIZES
SELECTED WRITINGS

Academy of American Poets Prize
- “Kinesis” by Ashley Toliver

Kim Ann Arstark Memorial Awards
- “Blind Wanderer” by Tuong Vy T. Nguyen
- “On Saturn Devouring His Son” by Julia Madsen
- “For:Four” by Gregory Nissan
- “The Four Horsemen” by Christopher Janigian

Feldman Prizes in Fiction
- “Three Stories” by Mona Awad
- “Ghost” by Molly Faerber
- “After Everything, A Meal of Cactus Meat” by Maggie Millner
- “This Our Wild and Wonderful” by Abigail Savitch-Lew

Beth Lisa Feldman Prize in Children’s Literature
- “Miles to Go” by Zachary Ballard

Frances Mason Harris ’26 Prizes
- “the nation of slaves” by Gargi Harithakam
- “In the End I Set the Book on Fire” by Rebecca Ansorge

John Hawkes Prize in Fiction
- “Cordyceps” by Andrew Colarusso
- “This Story Takes Place in a House” by Rebecca Ansorge (honorable mention)

Edwin Honig Memorial Award
- “Blaues Wonder” by Dong Li
- “The Four Horsemen” by Christopher Janigian

Weston Senior Prize
- “Shoebox” by Aimee Lucido
- “The Four Horsemen” by Christopher Janigian
- “Calendar Girl” by Mike Makowsky

Weston Graduate Prize
- “Odd Ends” by Nick Potter
- “Shifting Coordinates” by Julia Madsen
- “Story of O” by Mimi Cabell